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Shoe story
Lesson code: 1ZB2-C738-2116 ADVANCED (C1-C2)

British English

1 Warm-up

Discuss these questions in pairs or small groups.

• What shoes are you wearing right now? Why did you buy these shoes?

• How many pairs of shoes do you think you buy every year?

• What do you do with shoes that you don’t want any more?

2 Vocabulary

You are going to watch a video about the shoe industry and how it is changing. Before you watch,

match these key words from the video with their meanings.

1. aesthetic a. a document giving information about a person’s education and work
experience (US – in the UK it is more commonly called a Curriculum
Vitae, or CV for short)

2. apparel b. a person who makes predictions about the future, eg about weather
or trends

3. appeal to c. a person who starts a business or organisation

4. footwear d. artificial, not natural

5. founder e. be attractive or interesting to a particular type of person

6. forecaster f. causing minimal damage to the environment and so can continue for
a long time

7. drive innovation g. clothing, especially in a business or retail context

8. grind h. fashionable shoes for sports or every day (US – in the UK these are
more commonly called trainers)

9. résumé i. related to beauty or the study of beauty

10. sneakers j. shoes, especially in a business or retail context

11. sustainable k. to be the major cause of new developments

12. synthetic l. to make something into very small pieces or a powder
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3 Tune in

Watch the introduction to the video ‘Your Sneakers Are Part of the Plastic Problem’, and use four of

the words from the last exercise to fill the gaps.

You can tell a lot about a person based on their shoes. And today, there’s a ton of options. In 2018,
1 was a $250 billion industry. With over 24 million shoes produced globally. Just look

at Kanye. His shoe and 2 line is valued at $1 billion.

The problem is, lots of shoes, especially 3 aren’t made to last. They’re made of
plastic and we can’t recycle them. So a lot of them end up as trash. So the question, can sneakers
become 4 ?

Can you explain what the three phrases in bold mean? Are any of these informal?

4 Watching for the main idea

Now watch Parts 2-5 of the video to understand the main ideas and organisation of the information.

Put these items in the order (1-4) they are mentioned in the video. One item is extra.

a. Collecting sneakers

b. Jogging

c. The Olympics

d. Tennis

e. The World Footwear Report

5 Watching for detail

Watch Parts 2 and 3 again and answer these questions:

1. Why is tennis important in the story of sneakers?

2. What was the first effect of introducing plastic into shoes for jogging?

3. Why did athletes who wore sneakers with plastic become faster?
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Now watch Parts 4 and 5 again and answer these questions:

1. What happens to sneakers as they get older? Which words are used to describe this process?

2. What do you think the words in bold mean in this phrase: "So right now shoes are essentially a
hodgepodge of materials ..." Can we recycle old shoes?

3. What will drive innovation in the footwear industry in the future?

4. Which surprising material are scientists developing to use for shoes?

5. Why is the Adidas Futurecraft.Loop shoe special?

6 Watch the conclusion

Now watch the Conclusion in Part 6 and decide if these statements are true or false.

1. When people look at a shoe, they can easily recognise if the materials are sustainable or not.

2. Consumers will buy shoes made sustainably if the shoes look good.

3. Companies have already decided to invest a lot of money in producing sustainable shoes.

7 Talking point

Work in pairs or small groups to discuss these questions:

1) How important is it for you that the products you buy are sustainable?

2) Sustainability is just one way for a company to be ethical (that is, to choose actions which are

morally right). How important are these ethical issues to you when you choose shoes or clothes:

• Paying producers or workers fairly

• Keeping workers safe

• Not employing children

• Reducing plastic packaging or using recycled packaging

• Reducing or avoiding animal products like leather or fur

3) Which of these target markets would be most interested in sustainable or ethical sneakers? What
would be the main selling point for these consumers?

• Teenagers

• Professional athletes

• Adults who like to exercise
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